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BEW PRIBCIPLES OP CULTIVATION OP AGRICULTURAL 
CROPS OH THE BASIS OP MODULAR ROTARY CONVEYOR 

HYDROPOBIC SYSTEMS 

Yu.Lipov., BPO VISKBOM, USSR 
O.Rutbner, "Ruthner Co.•, Austria 
R.Wick, "Andritzr., Austria 
G.Kozhevnikov, RPO VISKHOM 

The reproduction of different k1nds of biomass which 
are the principal sources of food and raw material necessa
rr for the life of people is actuall7 one of the most impor
tant problems of global character. This reproduction is de-

• 
veloping mainl7 on the surface of the earth and close to it, 
in a verr thin la7er which was defined b7 the Russian famous 
scientist V.I. Vernadsk7 as •pellicle of life•. This •pellic
le of life• means the soil, vegetation, animals of the land 
and the plankton surface la7er of the ocean. 

fte reproduction of the vegetable biomass is the result 
of the natural proces•-photo8J11thes1s on the basis of radi
ation enera absorptio~1 and carbon-0X1"gen-h7c1rogen exchange. 

!'his nautral process has been alread7 used by the man 
~uriilg mani millenia since the times when he began to change 
his nomadic wa.7 of life for the settled one with the aim to 
obtain '8ZilllUll quantities of the vegetable biomass-agricul
tural crops. 

~e historical facts show that people since the ancient 
time• have been studying and developing the agricultural 
•cience in an effort to improve the 7ields. 

Some ver, intttresting :t·'lformation and aeparate tacts on 
agron0117 bave come to us from the works of the ancient aut
hors like Varron, Vergilius, Cato, Columella, Mago, Plinius. 

In the Middle Ages 88118 •cienti•t• tried alread.1 to 97•
t .. tiN the agricnaltural agronomic knowledge. 

!he l'rencb •cientist J.Pamiq (1510-1589) in his •tud7 
"Scientific treati•e on 4ifferent soil• ( .. lts) in agricul
ture" for the fir•t time 4efin•• a concept of the soil/water 
combinati•111 aa a •ource of fee41na of the plant• with mine-
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ral elementa. 
TbP- English chemist D.Priestly (17))-1804) and Dutch 

botanist J.Ingengus (17)9-1799) discovered that the plants 
exposed to the light decompose the carbonic acid gas Cco2) 
absorb the carbon and re:ease the oxygen. The Swiss J.Cene
bier (1742-1809) and T.Sossure (1767-1845) proved experimen
tally and gave a full description of the process of the 
plants feeding. 

The discoveries made by the German scientist Liebich 
(180)-187)) and Prench Boussengot (1802-1tm7) laid the foun-
4ations of the modern agrochemical science Rbout the feeding 
of the plants. 

They have discovered that for the vi~al functions of 
the plants such elements as nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, 
11Bg11esium, ferrum, OXJ'gen, arsenicwa and others are needed; 
the7 have also studied the processes of assimilation of 
these elements by the plants. 

The vegetable biomass production on artificial substra
tes (without soil) has become possible onl7 as a result of 
important achievements in the domain of soil-science, plants 
fh7siolo17 and agrochemistry because for this purpose it is 
necessary to know the whole delicate vegetation process, to 
'be able to reproduce artificial optimm conditions for 
plants growth. 

The Gel'll&J1 scientists Knopp and J.Sax (18)2-1897), 
first, in 1859-1861 succeeded in growing plants from seed to 
•eed on water ealt solutions. 

An important contribution in the biotechnolog of plants 
ll"owing on artificial substrates was made bJ the Russian 
•cientsts D.Mendeleev, K.Timiriazev, D.Prianiahnikov, 
Y.Dotu~haev an4 others. 

In the )Oties of XX centu17 as a re8Ult of numerous 
laborato17 experimerit• 'b7 Ellis, Sowpa7, 'l'urner, Hem'J, 
LorJ', W.Gericke, V.Archikbov•Jt7, V.Cheanokov, l.Rodnikov 
an 14ea ha• appeared of u•inc the nutrient alt •ter •olu
tion• tor plant• growing on industrial ba•i•• .At the same 
time W.Gericke 4efine4 thi• biotecbllolo17 "1 the term "h74• 
roponic•" (tran•lated literall7 it mean• "work with water"). 
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During his experiments Gericke collected up to 60 kg/m2 of 
tomatoes for one year, thus demonstrating that the lqdro
ponics may fully compete with the conventional method of 
growing plants in the soil. However, during the following 
decades the investigations on hydroponics were ca1·ried out 
~y separate and small groups of enthusiastic scientists 
without necessary analysia~and conclusions on the efficien
cy of the new biotechnology. Only in the 60-s an interna
tional working group on the soilless growing of plants bas 
been organized which nowadays coordinates the efforts of 
the scientists of more than 40 countries. 

In the course of developnent of the soilless plants 
growing different methods of this technology have appeared. 
In fig. 1 a classification of these principal methods is 
given and on the fig. 2-6 different methods of nutrient 
solutions supply are shown. 

During the investigations on the hydroponics technolo
gies it has become evident that besides a simple supply ot 
nutrient solution to the root system the environmental fac
tors play an important role for the plant vegetation. 

A constant and accurate control and regulation espe
cially are necessary to: 

- meter and mix precisel7 the nutrient solution c~mpo
nents, by means of maintaining of pH and conductivity EC 
parameters within given limits; 

- maintain optimal temperature of the nutrient soluti
on supplied to the plants; 

- ox;ygenate the nutrient solution; 
- homog~nize (pr.event sedimentation) the nutrient so-

lution; 
- supply the nutrient solution to ~he root system of 

the plants with regulat6d intervals during the light phase; 
- maintain optimal and uniform temperature of both the 

root s7stem and leaf 8Ul'face of the plants; 
- maintain the humidit7 parameters within tbr; cultiva-

tion house; . 
- maintain the gas cosnposition (concentration of co2> 

of the plant environmental atmosphere etc. 
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~he :::aintenance of these factors, within optimal li
mits especially in artificial conditions, is a complicated 
technical problem solved by engineering thought. 

At present, there exist not only laboratories but 
experimental industrial plants as well, in which all the 
vital factors for the plants growth are created and regu
lated by the man and these factors allow to produce any 
vegetables in necessary (programmed) quantities. 

Por a long fime it was beleived that whoo growing 
plants in artificial conditions the major limiting factor 
is light. But as modern artificial light sources were cre
ated this problem ceased to be a stumbling block. Numerous 
experiments show, that in the condi~ions of artificial 
lighting, controlled by an operator, it is possible to col
lect fabulous crop of vegetable production, according to 
M.S. Moshkov data, more than 1 mln. kgs from 1 ha. 

In the process of centuries of accomulation of agri
cultural experience the man was creating necessary imple
ments, constanly improving and developing them, trans!or
ming them into mechanized, then automated and, at last, 
robotized means of production. At the same time, in the 
course of improvement of agricultural techniques the man 
has come to the idea of protecting the plants from the un
wanted influence of the environmental media, and, in the 
long run, to the idea ef building the protected ground cul
tivation houses. Even in the ancient Rome the cucumbers 
were grown in the bulk soil on the carts which were then 
sheltered into the caves for nighttime. Later the primiti
ve types of protected ground appeared, such as different 
fences, field-protecting forest-plantations, beds with bio
logical heating, covered with mats. 

With the appearance of the translucent matP.rials (mi
ca, glass) a ~o-called "greenhouse effect" was discovered 
and used to grow the plants in the simplest cul~ivating 
green houses. 

In this wa1 as a result of centuries of development 
the modern cultivating facilities and agricultural techni
ques for the protected ground ~ultivation have been created 
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which allow to put this agricultural sector, a!ld the hydro
ponics in particular, on industrial basis~ 

The existing cultivating houses are ot very different 
nomenclature and are provided with complicated engineering 
facilities. The technologies which allow to cultivate in 
these hothouses practically all the plants growing in open 
ground are also very different. 

In order to mechanize all the principal labour-consu
ming operations in the technological processes special sys
tems (complexes) o! machines have been created :narking the 
beginning of industrialization of the plant growing in pro
tected soil. 

The second stage of industrialization has begun fro~ 
the moment of design and introduction of automated means 
into the conventional glasshouses. The further introduction 
of the·manipulators and robots in the technological pro
cesses might be a top of industrialization of the protected 
soil but the strict geometry of tho traditional glasshouses 
put limits to the possibilities of mechanization, automati
on and intensification of the technological processes. Be~ 
sides, a rapid rate of increase of population and urbaniza
tion in the world lead to a steady reduction of agricultu
ral cultivating areas and worsten the ecological situation. 
In this connection, the problem of creation of new, ecolo
gically pure (isolated, wasteless) principles of reproduc
tio~ of necessary vegetable biomass, in particular agricul
tural. production, is becoming of vital importance. 

One of the principles of integrated biotechnology, 
called phytotechnologJ", is shown in fig. 7, 8 and 9. 

Within the framework of this ph7totechnolog7 which 
uses all the achievements of modern science and technics 
it is possible to ensure a continuous, autonomous, almost 
independent from the outside world process of growing of 
the vegetable production in any quantities per unit of ti
me. The phytotechnolog1 covers three major spheres. 

1. Anabolic s711thesis, which means the transformation 
of non-organic subatances with the aid of plants and light 
from different ener17 8ource• into the organic, with high 

I 

I 
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Fig. 7. Integrated biotechnology (phytotechnology) by Ruthner 
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energetic potential. At the same time the output organic 
substances will be created which will be used for further 
purposes, in such a way that: 

II. Catabolic processes will join directly to them. 
~his will solve the problem of future food for men and ani
mals as well as of storage of raw material and energy on 
big 3cale. 

III. !urnover engulf es all the wastes from the I and 
II in any aggregate form (gas, liquid and solid) and leads 
to the secondarJ' use of the raw material of organic and 
non-organic origin formed as a result of anabolic and cata
bolic processes. 

The industrial plant growing operates on a continuous 
principle and, ~~a large degree, independently of its lo
cation and environmental media (fig. 8). 

The plants are grown in a completely light - and gas
proof, isolated from outside world 97stem. After the initi
al phase·the continuously forming products may be trans
formed and the wastes produced therefrom, may be re-circu
lated and used once more for cultivation. 

Unlike the traditional agricultural production where 
the plants are fixed invariably in the soil which allow them 
during the whole year not to pay attention to the location 
and season of the 7ear of the corresponding natural climate 
in the industrial plant growing the optimal climate is ere- · 
ated for different cultivation rooms and due to this factor 
the plants are forced to move continuously. 

In this way, the industri~l plant growing requires a 
universal mentality and therefore may be characterized as 
more "continuous" and, consequently, more general than 
simply "phytotecbnology" (according to Ruthner). 

In an7 case we may not consider the phytotechnology 
as a competitive techniqu~ with the traditional agriculture 
but, on the contra~, we should see it as an extension of 
trr.ditional agricultural methods especiall7 in t~e arid zo-
nes, deserts and other areas where the conventional 
methods are impossible to apply. Besides, we should 
not ove~look a fact that big cities, in the !irst 
place the cities-millionaires" are like a special kind ot 
"deserts" in which due to the coatly infrastructure, for 
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ezample, the transport, storage and distribution systems 
etc. the D&ture is the most vulnerable media suffering se
verely from the urbanization impacts. 

The pbytotechnology is bssed on the principle that 
carbonic acid, water, mineral S".lbstances and electromagne
tic radiation energ (light) by means o:t photosynthesis 
are transformed into the carbo~rates and ox;ygen {fig. 9). 

In order to achieve a desirable optimal result of pro-. 
duction the growth process should be submitted to one mani
pulation within the width limits of the stress expansion 
using the program of environmental media factors. The en
vironmental media fact~rs will be optimized with the £id 
of computer SJ'Stem in accordance with the growth process, 
production target and coordinated in time. B7 means of 
plants selection and due to their natural genetic inf orma
tion a wide scope for possible manipulations ma1 be achieved. 

The carbohy'drates derived thereof serve as raw materi
al tor the pri.mar)' and second.arr products or diosynthesis 
(tor example, the substances contained in the plants, bio
mass etc.). All the wastes and b7-products ma7 be re-circu
lated and transformed, for erimple, b7 simple incineration, 
into heat energy, co2, water and mineral salts and then 
used once more in the production process. 

At present about 400000 of different plants and about 
12000 of cultivating plants are known and OD17 one thousand 
from them is intenaivel1 used and ma7 become an ob3ect for 
industrial cultivation. Although the existing plants in the 
process of their growth will be subjected to some ecologi
cal manipulations through an optimized controlled program 
of the environmental factors, it is more advisable, in fu
ture, to grow special "plants for industrial cultivati~n" 
for planting them in pb7totechnological s1stems; a methodi
cal investigations and research of the growth process of 
9UCh plant would allow to create their different kinds and 
varieties which might be 9UCCessfull7 used in the continu
oua plant growing. 

The industrial development practice ahows that further 
increase of the aocial ~abour pruductivity and qualitative 
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transformation of the proctucti•• forms in agriculture may 
be achieved onl7 b7 means of transition frm the -chines 
and implements making one or se•eral operation• to a comp
lete ly automated production - automated line• on the basis 
of the qualitativel7 new technologr. 

In this connection, in our opinion, toda7 we are alre
ady facing a task to tranafer the agricultural production 
onto the inclustrial basis with the use of pbTtotechnologies 
which ensure: 

- line production, i.e. when the operations are ful
filled in the determined, strictl7 fixed an4 specially equ
ipped working places arranged in the order of fulfilling 
the technological operations, which reduces conaiderabl7 
waste of time for the operators to shift from one place to 
another; 

- maximum possible automation of all tecbnolog~c opera
tions for maintenance, control. regulation etc.; 

- adaptivity of the automated technological means to 
the plant ph7siology which contributes to the improvement 
of their productivit7. 

A wide use in the agricultural production of the rota-
1"7 conve7or 117stems open~ big possibilities of solution of 
this grandious task. The rotar;y conve7or qatems are such 
s7stems where the technological process is going on conti
nuousl7 or with stops at regular intervals and the object 
submitted to treatment, packing, growing etc. is moving in 
an infinitel7 closed trajectory. , 

In the USSR, in the 30 s,earl7 attempts were made to 
create a machine with the infinitel7 closed chain (cater
pillar) with different working tools mounted on it for soil 
tillage, plants and food products treatment etc. 

In the 7ears 60s in the USSR aa well as in other coun
tries a wide introduction of rota17 conve7or a78tema baa be
gun in different aectors of econm117: metal stamping and cas
ting, plastic• incluatl')', powder aetallurg, packing. The , 
wirld a industrial practice haa shown a great economic ef f i-
cienc7 ar..d rationalit7 of such 97•tema in comparison with 
others. 
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~he rot~ conve7or lines give the possibilities of 
the full aut011&tion of the processes: 

- remote control of the conveyors with the aid of 
automatic devices, including the sequential aut~ted 
eri:tch on and off of the conveyor 117stems, of lighting and 
feeding of plants, llicrocliJDate conditioning 97stems insi
de the paeenhouaea; 

- aut011&tic control of each 117st• separate17 and in 

functional c011b:lnation, awitch off of one or another 117s
t- (of the whole cmplex) in case of an abnormal operati
on which is ~lle4 aut011&ticalq to the control board; 

- automatic •intenance of the optillal working regime 
of 'the 871f\- 'b7 regulating the paraaeters within prog
ramaed lild.ta; 

- control of the whole complex (separate 117atems) ac
cording to a program; 

- use of ccmpater to establish the opti-1 working re
gimes of separate systems in one technological process; 

- control of the drive conditions and other principal 
elements which ensure a high reliabilit7 of the complex 
functioning. 

'?be introduction of the rotarJ conve7or lines allows 
to exclude froa the technological equipment idle elements 
and reduce b7 15-20 times the production areas and equip
aent coats. 

ne rotar,r conve7or lines are eaa4.17 maintained and 
repaired qst•s since after a failure ·.'ts •irking capaci
t7 ma1 be restored at minimwn expense. 

ne .ucceeeful use of. the rota17 conveyor systems in 
in4ustl'J', anal7sis of the choice conditions and principal 
factor• of biotechnological BJ'Stems have given an impulse 
to a creation of ·the rotarJ conve7or eystems tor continuous 
production of vegetables and other crops in enclo~ed houses 
with artificial climate and lighting. 

!he moat illportant condition• which deter.nine the 
choice of one or another biotechnological 91stem must enau
re that a •1•tem: 
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- corresponds to given agrotechnioal requirements; 
- is reliable in giYen conditiona; 
- allows high 4egree of •cbanisation anct automation 

with ainimum .. intenance personnel; 
- ensures the •oat favourable la~ conditions; 
- gives a high economic efficienCJ'• 
The concrete paraaetera of a biotecbnological 1J7stem 

to be 4eaignecl will depend on the following factors: 
- characteriatcs of the crops to be cultiYated in the 

fl:..ture 117at•; 
- principal parameters of the CllltiY&tion technologies 

(feeding regillea of root BJ'a't•s with llineral •lta and o2, 
co2 concentration); 

- required pro4uctirtt7 of the BJ'•'t•; 
- configuration (geoaetey), linear 4111ensions, cine-

•tics, d7mmics of the 97atea; 
- methods of technological •intenance or the system 

(biological and technical); 
- climatic conditions of the enviromental media (tem-

perature and humi~it7 regimes); 
- optimal spectral composition of the light energy; 
- total power consumption; 
- economic indexes ( in·.;estments and operational coats, 

pro4uction coat per unit, DWDber and pro4uctivit7 of servi
ce personnel, terms of return of investments). 

Bve17 aliYe being on our planet and, first of all, the 
plants have appeared and exist due to the 3un radiation. 
The use of the sun radiation as a technological factor for 
plant growing is not related with mechanical action but is 
to the penetrating capacit7 of the radiation and its spe
cific effect on the plants at the cellular and molecular 
levels. 

On the Earth onl7 the plants are capable to transform 
the radiation enera into the chemical enera of organic 
substances. The process of formation of the organic sub
stances b7 the plants from the mineral 8&lta under the in
fluence of radiation i• known a• photo8JDtheai•. 
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The radiation produces a double effect on the plants: 
photo8JD.thetic and thermic, i.e. one part of the energy is 
used for the photoQDthesis (spectrum ot 300-750 Jim - light 
radiation) and another part ia conBWDed for beating and 
evaporation of water (transpiration). ~he thermic effect 
is proper not onl;r to the light part of radiation but also 
to the ultrarlolet {UV lees than 295 •> and infrared (DC 
•ore than 750 Ba) ranges of ra41ation. 

Under the naturo.l conditions from all the photoll;Jllthe
ticall;r actiTe radiation (P.AR) rel-ed bJ' the SUn the 
plants absorb 80-9<>1 and onl;J !I ie used for the photosyn
thesis and the rest is transformed into the heat in the 
plants. 

According to the law of conservation of energy the 
process of transf oraation of the PAR in the plants is de
scribed by the following equation: 

w,~{tJdt= w,+Wii, 
where Wtp - is the energy of PAR received by the plants 

during a certain space of time d t , J; 

ri - coefficient of radiation absorption by the 
plants; 

tp{l)- radiation flow received by the plants in func
tion of time, W; 

~ - effective energy, J; 

lv'n- energy losses, J. 
T~e Russian scientist K.A. Timiriazev has discovered 

that the green pigment of the leaves (chlorophil) absorbs 
photosJ'lltheticall7 active radiation (PAR) and the carbonic 
acid gas Cco2) and water CH2o) are transformed into tne or
ganic 1111bstances rich in energy (carboh7drate8, albumen, 
fats etc.). 

Different plants have different spectral intensity o! 
photos7Jlthesis. The spectral untensit7 of photosynthesis 
of one and the 88rne plant depends, to a large degree, on 
the phase of its development and on other factors of growth 
8Uch as co2 concentration, environmental temperature and 
air humidity. 1or example, the cucumbers require an illumi-
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nation intensity of 8-10 thou. lux, tomatoes - 10-12 thou. 
lux and the duration of radiation of 12-14 and 14-16 hours 
respectively. 

In the rotary conveyor biotechnological complexes the 
artificial sources of light have in their spectrum or radi
ation the wavelengths of 300-750 Rm, which are capable to 
provoke the photoperiodic reaction of the plants. With a 
sufficient amount of PAR the photosynthesis i3 developing 
faster than the respiration and as a result the plants ac
cumulate the organic substances. If the amount of PAR de
creases it may occur that the intensity of respiration and 
photosJ?lthesis become equal and this balance is known as a 
compensation point. If the quantity of PAR is further dimi
nishing then the respiration process prevails over the 
photoSJllthesis. As a result of this the plants do not accu
mulate the organic substances but, on the contrary, spend 
them and, in the long run, die. 

When growing plants in the modular complexes it is ve
'r7 important to minimize the energy consumption in order to 
make this technology less costly. 

The radiant energy sources used for the plant growing 
in artificial conditions should meet the following require
ments: 

- the spectrum composition o! the radiant energy must 
ensure its 11&%imum absorption and must not contain the ra
diation inhibiting the plan~s; 

- the integral power of the radiation sources should 
be the most economic; 

- the maximum possible uniformity of the radiation 
distribution on the surface of the plants for optimal con
ditions of the photoBJDthesis; 

- the radiation sources must not overheat the plants 
and 11111•t maintain optimal temperature regime in the light 
phase of the day; 

- the ener11 sources muat not contain radiations harm
ful to the health of the personnel; 

In the modular complexes the following sources o! ra
diant ener17 are used: 
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- incandescent lallpa; their principal advantages con
sist in their simple design and ea97 11aintenance and rela
ti Tely low coat; the diaadTalltagea are a low coefficient 
of performance and excess of infrared radiation; 

- luminiacent lampa haTe a large radiant surface 
which giTes a suffici.at 11niforwdt7 of radiation without 
overheating the plan'\& but thi• tne of lamps have small 
power and therefore it ia n.ecemiy to increase their nwn
ber that leads to Jdgh~r coat of equipment; 

- gas discharge laaps of high pressure (up to 0.) llPa) 

of t7pe DRI, Dlla'f. DKc!, SOR-H-500, 'fungsram 500 and others. 
The small volume of these lamps ensures a con.sidera~le con
centration of light 1n~ electric power; they work indepen
dentl7 of the outside temperature but the power losses 
in start/regulation devices are about 1°" and the radiation 
distribution is not uniform. 

There are man7 classification methods of the soilless 
cultivation of plants. The most appropriate methods to use 
in the rota17 conve7or biotechnological 117stems are the 
following: 

a) film crops with the circulating nutrient solution; 
b) cultivation of plants on mi.neral substrates of 

rock-wool type ("grodan"). 
The h7dropinic biotechnology of the plants cultivation 

in the rota17 conve7or systems, installed in an enclosed 
room with artificial climate and lighting gives a number o! 
valuable advantages (besides of those mentioned for the 
rotor conve7or systems in general): 

- independence from the weather conditions; 
- continuous, programmable, all 7ear-round production 

of vegetables and other production (continuous technologi
cal proces1); 

- posaibilit7 of mounting the plant with similar sys
tems in the shortest terms and locate them near the consu
mers; 

- elimination of transport problems connected with tbe 
delive17 of products to distant points and their intermedi
ate storage; 
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- a amall area occupied by the plants and their ecolo

gical purity; 
- possibility of full or partial automation and robo

tization of most technological operations (feeding, treat
ment, collection of crops etc.); 

- elimination of chemicals; 
- high quality or the production practically without 

nitr&tes contents; 
- comfortable labour coi:.ditions. 
In figs 10 and 11 an en-.mple of ~echnological schemes 

of two versions of the rotary conveyer bio-hydroponic sys
tems are shown which give an idea of the principle of their 
functioning (more detailed information about the design 
and technologies are given in other reports). 

In the c01Arse of investigations and use of the rotor
conveyer hJdroponic biological systems in the RPO VISKHOM 
a qualitatively new idea about the increasiDg their pro
ductivity has apfeared. This idea envisages that these sys
tems should be modular complexes which could function in 
closed cycle and would allow to recuperate and use repea

tedly the thermic energy. 
In fig. 12 a block-scheme of such modular complex is 

shown. 
As it appears from the fig. 12 the vegetation block 1 

is the source of beat not onl7 tor the plants in which 
they are grown but for the block 2 as well. In case of the 
excess of heat it can be accumulated in the block 3. 

Such modular complex allows to use the energy in the 
most efficient way and make this life-support system more 

reliable. 
The principal complex index of reliability is a coef-

ficient o! readiness 

Kr-T, (T,+ T,) , 
where 1i - time of infallible work, h; 

T, - mean time required for repair characterizing 
the capabilit7 of the complex to be repaired in 
a given period of time, h ( r,. 0,98-0,99). 
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Large T&luea of the coefficient of readiness are ob
tained 'b7 means of raising the technical 1evel of design 
or increasing labour coll8WaPtion for the .. intenance and 
repair. To ensure a ldgb rel1abilit7 and efficienc7 of the 
complex systems all the major reli&bility indexes should 
be optimal. The probabilit~ of in.fallible work of the comp
les p". composed of n &Tst~ms is determined as 

P1e-n"p, • 
i.•I 

where P, - probability of infallible work of each separate 
system. 

The general coefficient of readiness of the modular 

complex is: 
fl 

K,K-flKri , 
l-1 

where Krt - is the coefficient of readiness of one of the 
systems of the complex. 

It is very important in the process of vegetation of 
the plants in artificial conditions to receive continuous 
information on the levels (values) of the technological pa
rameters of the process and be able to a811Dptotically ap
proximate them to the production aim. 

In its turn 

Nnp:: KNK, 
where//~ - overall quantity of trays on the conveyer; 

K - proportionality coefficient, K '8 1 • 

The most complicated is the ratio: 

me - m (i,,,), 
since the accretion of the production mass according to the 
curve of growth is a variable value, which has not onl7 

dm "'-llllSt but also dd'1 ;.&81/St • In this connection it is 
di ' r 

veJ:'7 important to know the opti•l value 'C in ordar to ob-

tain ms - max. 
The plants on the conve7er are in different stages of 

their physiological development and productivity. Let us 
suppose, that the tra7s, containing the plants of the same 
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age, make a group. The number of groups on the conveyer 
l/T. and each of them is composed of n trays. Two neighbou
ring groupsj andjf-/ have a difference of age equal to an 
interY&l of time T-periocl of remova1 of a group of trays 
from the conveyer and mounting of a new one. Time of etay1116 
of the plants on the conveyer (conveyer time) 

fK •t/-tp , 
where ii and t, - duration of vegetation and of staying or 

the plants in seedling stock section (be
fore putting them on the conveyer). 

'l'f' = ti -to , 
where tip - duration of collection of production from one 

vegetation group; 
i, - time from the beginniDg of the vegetation up to 

the beginnirig of the production collection. 

u • i/-t1 II . 
1rnp t/-tp · "~ , 
j/ ., _,, 

""•-J_ . NK ; tl-tp 
where N11.np. - number of fruitless trays on the conveyer. 

The total number of groups and tra7s passed thro~
the conve7er during the whole period of vegetation 
Q .1!. . .!§. 
7 'lK 1l 

N-11 ·Hr 
'l~ " . 

The delay for the conve7er to get into the stationary 

regime of work 

t1m~t,+(K-J) T, 
where K = i/-t, 

T 
The amount of production, received for i -stage of 

growth for a group of tra71 

f1+iT 
Tlljt • '!mu V, tr - '!llllt · Bij - '!max· Ci, 

1 {i·J)T 
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where fo{l) - relative inteusit;y of the productive (collec
tion of the product), which is divided in K 
stages, determined b7 a discrete time shift 
with a period T of the growth phase of the 
plants for each group of tra;ys, 

!1,{l)· ;111/lX !l(l) . 

(there !ft ~7 - intensit;r of accumulation of 
the product on mass which is collected). 

The general collection of the crop during the vegeta-

tion .! . II j1 fc It. l" 
M= ~ 1JV = At-r; r;:u J ~tll-Kr 0 ~ tlC ; 

I ~ ~ 

M=N·me. 
The condition l1111t1 corresponds to the optimal time of 

vegetation 
d/'1 - _l!_ , 
di/ '[,K 

which means, that there is on1y one point on the curve of 
growth H(!j with the coordinate 11111111, for which the mean 
value of intensit7 of the production process within a space 
of time U,,,,,,· tp is equal to its instantaneous value - to 
the maximum yield. In order to find this point and consequ
entl7 L117171 it is nece&9&rJ' to draw a taJJgent line to the 
curve lp from the point '1 ft,) on the axis of abcissae. 

The conve7or s;ystems of the complex have a certain 
space-time structure, dependent on the design and geometry 
of the equipment and on the technologJ of cultivation of 
different crops. 

In particular, for such trellis crop, like cucumber, 
tomatos etc. the optimel relation between the technological 
and design parameters is possible onl7 with a variable 
pitch of the conve7or. 

The f\11lctional relation between the conve7er parame-
ter•• which allow to have a maximwa number of fruit bearing 
tra1• on the conve7er, all other things being equal, is 
expressed: 
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L =llN·U·t,t,,-Lnlp 
p 2l11 , 

where lp - length of a portion of the conveyer with redu
ced pitch (for seedlings); 

Ln - length of a portion of the conveyer with the 
trays for the fruit bearing plants; 

lp - pitch of positioning of the trays with seedlings; 
! 11 - pitch of positioning of the tra7s with the fruit 

bearing plants; 
fJ II - number of the tra7s perioclicall7 mounted (remo

ved) from the conve7er; 
ii - general time of vegetation of the crop on the 

conveyc;;- .. 
In fig. 1) a classification of the equipment for hyd

roponics is shown. This classification includes the facili
ties of three principal types: a single and multistore7ed 
systems and conveyers as well as the equipment for the pre
para ~ion, supply and control of the nutrient solution com
position. 

The suppl7 of the nutrient solutions ot the root sys
tem of the plants is one of the most important moments in 
their life-supporting media with any method of growing and 
any type of equipnent. 

The delay of filling the vegetation capactites (gro
wers) with nutrient solution is determined by the following 
expression: 

111• e.S·m 1-1/i + 1" t. 1" ) 
J'W/li r 0 .l'/2i n l11-p11J(l1H11 ' 

where m - porosity of substrate; 
J - area of grower; 
JI - coefficient of consumption; 
11J - section of the outlet hole; 
f - gravity acceleration; 
Ha - level of solution in the grower, required by 

technoloa; 
8n " consumption of the solution fed to the grower. 
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Drainage tiiD.e 
Tc_ i.sm {Hi 
c-.I'"' . flt 

In the case of the substrateless crops (green forage) 
the equation for filling the growers is as follows: 

Q.,,d1-S·m·dl+l:J·l·ll.ii , 
where i - tiae; 

A - leTel of solution in the grower; 
It, - leTel of solution abOTe the drainage holes; 
I - filtration coefficient; 
y - hJdraulic gradient or the grower; 
I - width of the grower; 
m - porosit7 of the root la7er. 

The equation for the grower drainage in case or the 
nutrient solution feeding interruption Rn • 0 

o-r·V·l!tdt+-Jmdlt . 
The section of the outlet hole is: 

"' _ RfAll +Jt){!;ij 
NJI, {2j9 , 

where i - gradient of the grower; 
e - length of the grower; 
II., - head above the drainage holes; 
II - length/width ratio; 
_11,- coefficient of the outflow counting the filt-

ration. 
!he conve;yer biotechnological 117stems of vertical tJPe 

are staticall1 more or less balanced 117stems since while 
one of the branches is raisi!Jg the other is lowering. If 
the 119sses of both branches of the conve;yer are equal (a 
desirable condition) th~ conve;yer is staticall7 balanced. 
Bence, the number of raising branches should be equal to 
the number of lowering branches. In this case in the regime 
of an established movement the enera i• spent onl7 to over
come the resistance on the sprockets. 

These conve7ers usuall7 bave a of reducing t;ype drive, 
because the7 are low speed CU'~ 0.05 m/a). 
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Technical specifications of the conveyer. 
Quantity of the mass transferrad in a unit of time or 

"productivity" 

1.IJifi ti 
l "· 

kg/a, 

where .J; - coefficient of use of the i -nth vegetation tray 
in lift-capacity, 

.)i- '-:U ~i . 
(there t;; _freal mass of load in the t -nth tray, 
tg; IJllllU - maxi.mum possible load mass in the 
tra;y I kg); 

/i - coefficient of loading of the con7e;yer, 

Ti::~ 
(there ,,, - n£f=.11 mass of load in the tray, 
kg); 

L - length of the conveyer; 
II'- speed of movement of the conve;yer, m/s. 

It should be noted that since the vegetation mass on 
the conveyor is not constant, hence 6. c tro V: 

The load of the driving element of the conve;yer is 
characterized by the coef ficienta of maximum tension /(~ and 
equivalent tension ~q 

K'i- .SllllU I .5f. ; 
Kllfj_ f.(.!£\ ti 

r,, i-1 '' ") ' where SllllU and /J - are maximum actual and admissible ten-
sion of the 4rivi!Jg element respecti
vel;y; 

St - tension of the driving element on a se
parate portion of the conve7er; 

it - time of action of Sj; 
n - quantit;y of portions of the conveyer 

with different teneion ~. 
The influence of the environmental temperature is 

characterized 'b7 a temperature coefficient /(r, showing (in 
percents) the ratio between the duration of movement L,,, of 

the calT)'ing part of the conveyer in the zones of extreme 
temperatures and the time T'f of the whole c;yele (complete 
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turnover) or the e&rr'7ing part of the conveyer 

K1~4."'} 100~ . 
The influence ofqthe environmental humidity is expres-

sed in similar fora: 

K,,e~;:) ·JOO~ , 
where lw - duration of the carrp.ng part movement in the 

sones of extreme huaidity. 
The static aoment on the driTing abaft of the conveyer 

at the starting (stopping) is: 

"11111 = ( ln-Q~ ,,_ /J/Jf R ' 
where a_ and 11 - total Mss of the load in the raising and 

lowering trays, kg; 

/l - radius of the driving sprocket, m; 

J - gravity acceleration, m/s2• 
In practice the conveyer is not fully balanced since 

the mass of loads in the trays along the whole length of 
the conveyer is not uniform due to different stages of de
velopnent of the plants. 

!he statically unbalanced 117stems are efficient from 
the economic viewpoint if the mass of the driving member 
does not exceed the half of the useful load. If this condi
tion is not observed the drive power increases more than 
by 15~ and the coefficient of performance decreases more 
than by 1~. 

Por a statically unbalanced system the condition 
!JI i. D,S /}11 should be observed. In the designing of a con
veyer it is necessary to ensure minimum energy consumption 
and maximum coefficient of performance. 

In fig. 14 a real tachogramme of the conveyer work is 
shown. !he acceleration (a), appearing in the elements of 
the conveyor in the starting regime is: 

dU' a-df-t,7, 
where dv - change of speed in the starting regime for the 

timedl ; 
r - angle of inclination of the tangent to the tacho

gram.·:ie. 
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·U.llf/c 

JV 

:Pig. 14. Actual 'tacbogram ot the oonTe7or operation 
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The total path run during the whole period of tacho-
gramme " .. H:f Udt-} dX • 

• • 
The rectangular tachogramme (fig. 15) is a theoreti-

cal one since a-l,,.oo.wha.t is practicall:y impossible-. 
Starting time is: 

~ ,,,.. t,-i-e,--a,,, D111 ' 

: -Ka· 
The length of pa th run b:J the i -nth tra:y during the 

starting time 

'11- 1l11111x f1 J11-}11 ~1 V'•ar , 
Dm 

where~/ - coefficient showing what part of the path of the 
uniform movement at a maximwD speed constitutes 
the path run at a speed changing under a given 
law. 

In stopping regime 

l = 6 :r""'"- . 
~ :J OJK -' 

1l'llllM 
h.J~ u,. t1 Jl.1-JIJ" Qlf , 

where llx:tiJJ=~ - final decelera ion. 
Dura(ion~f the uniform movement 

1,ct1-{t1+t.1)·U-ll,,,. ( k.t§L\ · . \'11# 111i) 
The path run b7 the i -nth tray in uniform movement 

/I. • Umu ' -- u; rt, -vmul..h.. +a)~ 1 . 
jl ~ ,,,.x L • \a," a. 'J 

!he total path run during all the periods u! tacbo-

grammes 

H•AfrA,~ltJ -p1t1 1l'max +Vmax {t1-1f111ox(.ffe- +
0
!1.-)\l+ 

a" "" "U 
tP.t 4, 11.~ . 

11,,/( 
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0 tJ 

l'ig. 15. Theoretical 'tachogram 
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After the transformations we shall have: 

~r(' /-}Ii ~t" L-)l.1)-1rmrul1Hl=O · 
Q111 0JK 

It may be admitted that 

o,.-a1-c1njf; a.-a,-=tonsl , 
when lr.=Vmai'° t,=~-J ; Jli=.JJ.J• '/~, 
then the calculations can be made with the aid of the for-
11Ulies: 

, 1_v11111. Ar' U'max t. =v""'~ . 
a,' la,, '.Jll' 

v•mar . (. :J 
h,=~ a,, ; Lrl1-t11#1¥\£, + ~ .. ) ; 

11,=ll.,,[ li-V11JU(i+t)]; 
(_/ J\_ :I 

zr•\~ 4--
1
rl v,., t1 .,_ lH-o. 

Poree faHlo:fl of a statically be.lanced driving member , 
of the conveyer. According to the D Alembert principle 
(fig. 16): '"·I+ Sd·, _ s,,,. ., ... ,,. ,.,. Jlp. 8 I 

i.e. 

where S111.. Sci , - are forces of the raising and lowering 
branches of the driving member on the dri
ving sprocket, respectively; 

.Kip - resistance forces; 
fj - inertia forces; 

, ~ d~ 
~·- ,>&11//+A/pNJ- mlJll 7fE ; 
ift1 = Satl-.Xlp ti+ m,,,_ ~ · 

Por the rotating parts of the conve7er 

FiR.-Y{/f, 
where Y•hnp·I"- inertia moment of the rotating elements of 

the conve7er 
(there llnp - mass of the rotati12g parts 
reduced onto the driving sprocket); 

- angular acceleration of the driving spro-
cket. 
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Pig. 16. Diapaa of force• on the 4riT1ng abaft of the 
co11Te7or 

I 
j, 
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r . .,,II D dll II • d't 
. rt rl"I" d.t =rlnp /, dl 1 , 

where £ - is the multiple of passes of the driving member 
branches. 

'"' . d1x di l-=L dtZ. 
Expressing all the resistances arising along the con

ve7er movement in fractions f of the part of the useful 
load 6 /i , which acts on the working branches of the con-

M,+X111+Xlp·f-f- . 
Swming up all the -.sses of the moving parts of the 

canve7er 

m61 ... m., ... 11,,, i .,{,~+ tnn +H.,) i - Iii. 

~he general d7Jl&Dlics equation will be: 

~ _ f D . d'x II - Jm11t1-Sllll u+ T +ff, d I z • 
The total coefficient of resistance 

where {m 
fa {lft4·{•n+/11J, 

- coefficient of resistance in the bearings of 
the shafts pluc the resistance of the driving 
member to bending; 

'fl/II- coefficient of resistance of the driving member 
along the guides; 

{,,, - friction in the bearings of the idle sprockets. 
Prom the viewpoint of d7D&mics the electromechanical 

conve7er system of the principal vegetation block ma7 be 
considered as multimass elastic s7stem which includes, be
sides the reductor, the sprockets, drivil:Jg members with 
the trays hinged to them and an electric drive. 

Let us anal7ze a case when the conve7or is equipped 
with the electric drive 91stem generator-motor (investiga
tion carried out ;jointl7 with the Crimean Ag. ID8t.). 

Tbe equation of balance of the electromotive forces 
is expessed as follows: 



where ' U - tension fed to the electromotor; 
£ - coefficient of self-induction; 
i - current intensity; 
l - time; 

'!i - ohmic resistance; 
£8 - constant of the electromotor; 
d, lO=tlt - angular speed. 

The differential equation to determine the driving mo
ment is as follows: 

"1
1
" (l}+t ft(t) ~c,,, Hi (t) == 

e,., • RtN 11 1 :\ e" e, 
- TU+ L Ynp \StuJ-la1111 - L'/np ·Mt, 

where lft(t) - driving moment reduced to the driving shaft, 
applied to the motor rotor; 

/tic - total constant moment of the resistance 
forces to the conveyer movement; 

5111, Jc1- forces in the raising and lowering branches 
of the driving member; 

/{ - radius of the driving sprocket; 
llf - constant of the electromotor; 
.Y'"' - moment of inertia of the conveyer reduced 

to the driving shaft. 
In case of rectangular rheostatic characteristics of 

the asynchronous motor the driving moment 
I.. -'tirf. /'Ii lt)-Me +Ml e , 

where /'f1•111Q
1
K- dynamic component o! the driving moment; 

1'11 - reduced mass of all moving elements o! 
the conveyor; 

a,-"'"'~;""v- initial acceleration at each step of 
the rheostat; 

/'lm11 - maximum moment developed by the motor, 
constant at each st~p. 
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f K- Hmas , v.- V, ( ""' ) K-1 
mt" van lf•x • 

where K - number of the rheostat step; 
V, - speed of movement of the driving member, cor

responding to the s111chronous speed of rotati
on of the electromotor; 

,'f"'I - driving moment developed by the motor when 
switching to the nert step of rheostat, also 
constant in each step. 

In order to avoid the oscillating change of the dri
ving moment the following condition should be ab$erved: 

1¥" 2~. , 
On the basis of the D Alambert principle the system 

of the di!f erential equations of the conveyor dynamics 
with the electrical drive generator/motor will have the 
following form: .. 

~.Yt+t11 (~-1&)- ,.,~ (l) ; 

~(I) .. i ifi (l J+'t £1 lti(t )= t7 ti ti+~: Ca ( Y,-~) ; 
U+L U• Ki UI ; 
~ ~ 

{~+f(H.-H,,J'l:) ~-e" ()4i-~) + 
.. e,, (~-~)= ~ ~cr111-Jat1)'l,- M,] , 
[ 

I '] .. ;11 (11.-11,,J~ ~-e,, (~-~)-

- : {(Jaw1~S11t1) ;-He]. 

If the conveyor drive has an asynchronous motor then 
the d1JUU111C equation is as follows: 

VJ Y/' - c" (~ -'!,) - He-N1 e·11rt : 

[ 'i+I (N,-H,,)'l,'] ~-t11 (~ - ~) + 

.,.,,, (~-~)·/ ~,111-J,,d) 'l.,-!1,,] ; 
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f ~.-J ('10-H,,)t:J~-Ca (Y;-~) -
- j tt"111-Sc1!! )iJ-Mc]. 

The type or the electrical drive of the couveyor sys
tem depends on the required power, dimension& and metal 
mass of the conveyor, its capacity, position of the con
veyor and its sepe.rete·units, simplicity and reliability. 
A structure of the automation system of the rotal"7 biotech
nological complex is determined on the basis of calculati
ons and experiments - its type, number, control system. 

The efficiency of the functioning of the automation 
complex is evaluated by the following criterion: 

where 

l(i)-jK:i(t)dh:i(t), 
ft;i 

dn,('J- probability of that the complex within en 
interval of time from 0 to t had 'I -nth state; 

Rs(t)- canventional index of efficiency for this 
state; 

g ~ - space of all possible states of the automa-., 
tion couplex. 

The automation complex allows to control, regulate and 
maintain all the necessary technological parameters inside 
the module. 

!he terms of the investment returns from the modular 
~omplex are calculated with the following formula: 

1-(J1-JH) A ' 
where g - annual return, roubles; 

Jt,JN- reduced costs for the manufaeturiug of the ba
sic and new (recommendable) complex, roubles; 

A - annual volume of production in natural units, 
tons. 

The reduced costs of the modular complex 

J • c.,. EN . K , 
where J - reduced costs; 

C - cost of production per unit; 
lN - normative coefficient of actual investments; 
K - specific investment• 1~ pr~uctive funds. 

I 
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More detailed information on the economic aspects of 
the modular complex is given in one of other reports. 

The scientific thought is alrea~ wirking today on the 
creation of the automated conveyor, ecologically closed 
systems tor growing not only vegetables but wheat, rice, 
c-tton, medicinal plants and lll&Jl7 other crops. 

There is a positive experience of grow1Dg plants with 
the use of hydroponic biotechnolesy at a depth of several 
hundreds meters underground, under water and in the cosmos. 

The highest requireme~ts should be met by th~ biolo
gica1 technique and technology for creation of an artifici
al autonomous life supporting system in cosmic vehicles and 
stations. In this case the artificial ecological system 
should transform the non-organic raw material into organic 
material rich in energy by means of photosynthesis and all 
the wastes will be returned in closed cycle into the initi
al non··organic state. Through the photosynthesis the plants 
will absorb co2, contained in the air exhaled b7 men, and 
release the oxygen.In fig. 17 a scheme of an artificial 
ecological 91stera for cosmic ship is shown. 

The history of development of mankind, to a significant 
degree, depends on the solution of the nutrition problem. 
The successes in the discovery and cultivation of the vege
table and animal food have been and will alwa7s be depen
dent on the geographical situation and natural environmen
tal conditions. Up to the present time mankind has not been 
conscious about the losses and damages which arise as a 
consequence of human activity against tha existing environ
mental conditions. 

However, in future, when it fecomes more difficult to 
restore the ecological ties the man himself will have to 
create his own environmental media with widely expansible 
limits. 'l'he optimal solution of this problem ma7 be reali
zed only b7 creation and development of artificial, ecolo
gicall7 closed systems and one of the examples of such s7s
tems is the present biotechnology on the basis of modular 
rotary conve1or hydroponic 11atem. 
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Conclusions 

'!he following conclusions ~ be derived frca all the 
above•id: 

1. '!he problea of food provision of the rapidq incre
asing popilation of the world has beccae toda7 rttalq im

portant. 
2. As a result of the anthropogenic activities the 

ecological stresses on the environmental conditions of the 
Barth are conatantl.7 increasing. 

). !'he argicu1tural areas are progreasivel7 reducing. 
4. !'he problems •entioned above •:r be solved on17 bf 

•eana of simllltaneous developaent of traditional agricultu
re and industrial biotechnologies based on the plant gro
wing in artificial conditions wbich allow: 

- to eliminate a number of technological operations 
(as compared with conventional greenhouses) - plowing, va
pour treatment, fertiliser application, raising and lowe
ring of the register of the oversoil heating etc.; 

- to iaprove pb.Ttobigienic conditions in cultivation 
rooms and thus to decrease the illnesses of plants; 

- to autoate the processes of preparation, auppl7, 
control and regulation of the nutrient solution composition; 

- to cultivate (besides the vegetables) oilseed, medi
ciDal plants, wood seedlings, cotton, wheat and other crops 
i.e. practicallJ 1U1J crop production; 

- to •ve energ bJ means of its accumulation and re
peated use. 

5. !he progre!ls in all branches of science: mathe•
tica, biolog, chemiat17, light technique, energetics, 
electronics and c7bernetics will allow on the eve of the 
III centurr make the phJtotechn.olo11 a higbl7 efficient 
and the moat rational ecologicall7 biotechnological iDclu•trr. 

, 




